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S y n o p s i s ( S h o r t )
Jon Mikl Thor was a bodybuilding, steel bending, brick smashing
rock star in the 70’s & 80’s whose theatrical band, THOR, never
quite made it big. Ten years into retirement, and incapable of living like a normal mortal human being, Thor attempts a comeback
to achieve the level of success that had eluded him his entire career - a comeback that nearly kills him.

S y n o p s i s ( L o n g )
Jon Mikl Thor always wanted to be a superhero. At school he
would wear a Superman outfit underneath his clothes and at recess have kids throw bricks at his head. Shortly after the wounds
healed he got into bodybuilding and went on to win numerous titles including Mr. Canada and Mr. USA all before his 21st birthday.
Jon combined his love of music, strength, and superheroes and
created one of the first theatrical rock bands, Thor (based off the
Norse legend). Voted one of the best front men of all time, Jon
bends steel bars in his teeth, blows up hot water bottles with his
lungs until they explode, and has bricks smashed on his chest.
The band enjoyed modest success in the 80’s, mostly in Europe,
but never quite made it big. After suffering a severe nervous
breakdown in 1987 Jon retired from show business and moved to
North Carolina with his wife to become a normal mortal human being. Ten years after retirement he attempts a comeback to finally
achieve the success that had eluded him throughout his career.
The film follows Thor on his comeback for over a decade as he
searches for success in the rock and roll business. With Jon’s
reluctance to hire a manager, he tries to manage himself, which
leads to another nervous breakdown that nearly kills him.
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Ryan Wise
D i r e c t o r / P r o d u c e r /
Editor/Cinematographer
Ryan Wise is a director/producer/writer/editor
who co-created the Emmy-nominated web
series Sam Has 7 Friends and Prom Queen.
Winning awards for his editing on such documentaries as The Green
Rush and Why We Ride, Ryan has also collaborated with Michael Eisner
and McG.
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Alan Higbee is an accomplished television and
digital media producer originally from Seattle,
WA. He began working in the entertainment
business after relocating to Los Angeles in
2002. Since then, Alan has produced a wide variety of television programs for several networks, including Fox, GSN, Lifetime, and The History Channel.
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A Grammy-winning, multi-platinum producer, arranger, and composer, Christopher
Ward has worked on Oscar, Tony, and Grammy-awarded scores for some of the top talent
in Hollywood. He has written or produced for over 55 films such as Speed,
Twister, Tarzan, Bad Boys, Pearl Harbor, Walk the Line, and The Lion
King on Broadway, 90 episodes of television including The Jackie Chan
Adventures, and numerous commercials for clients such as Coke, Sony,
and Lexus.
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Jon Mikl Thor
Jon Mikl Thor is a rock music, film and body building legend. Thor first made
waves in the bodybuilding world in Vancouver during the 1970’s. He soon won the
Mr.Canada and Mr. USA titles, using heavy metal music as an intensive training
tool. Blending a powerful physique with powerful rock, inspired by Legendary heroes and love of Norse mythology, he created the character Thor the Rock Warrior.
Via this mythic character Thor invented “gladiator rock,” later popularized by acts
he influenced, such as Manowar, Armored Saint and GWAR. Clad in a loincloth,
and wielding a sword and hammer, Thor fought epic battles onstage to the sounds
of barbaric hard rock, often fighting monsters and evil warlords. Thor worked his
way onto the big and small screen, alongside talents like Roger Corman, Adam
West and Tia Carrere in films like Recruits, Zombie Nightmare and the cult classic
Rock ‘n’ Roll Nightmare which he scored, starred in, wrote and produced. Working
on those films teamed Thor up with award winning director John Fasano. Thor also
became the inspiration for a THOR The Rock Warrior comic book series. Thor’s
discography spans over 30 years and over 30 releases. This body of work recently
earned him a place on the Classic Rock Magazine list of Top 100 Greatest Front
Men of All Time (alongside winner Bon Scott and other nominees like Robert Plant,
Elvis Presley, Freddie Mercury, Steven Tyler and Ozzy Osbourne). Thor is known
for his ability and willingness to perform amazing feats of strength and endurance
during his live shows. He has had piles of bricks stacked on his chest and then
broken with a pneumatic drill. Using his own lungs, he has blown up rubber water
bottles until they burst. He has bent steel bars with his teeth, performed motorcycle
stunts on stage and mock-slain gladiators while flames and thunderbolts explode
around him. Thor is still an immensely powerful man and is in incredible shape and
continues to be a dedicated performer. Thor has toured the world and shared the
stage with acts like Motorhead, Kiss, Anvil, Thin Lizzy, Trooper, DOA, Girlschool,
Wasp, Metallica, Manowar and Exciter. As a body builder, actor and performer
Jon Mikl Thor has also shared the stage and screen with Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Lou Ferrigno, Mike Katz, Ken Waller, Chuck Sipes, Doug Hepburn, Bob Birdsong,
Ben Weider, Joe Weider, Dave Draper and Hollywood luminaries including Lou
Diamond Phillips, Jason Priestley, Victoria Pratt, John Candy, Donald Sutherland,
Roger Corman, Adam West and Tia Carrere. Jon is currently working on a new
album for Cleopatra Records/Deadline Records produced by Frank Meyer and
Bruce Duff to be released in 2015.
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Steve Price
Steve Price began his prolific career in the early
1980’s as a guitar teacher and sought after studio
musician. In 1982, he auditioned for and was given the job of lead guitarist for the band Thor. Price
has toured the world with and recorded several
albums with Thor from 1982 – 1987. He frequently
appeared in Metal Mania, Kerrang, Hit Parader,
Melody Maker, and Enfer magazine. Since then,
Price has gone on to record, jam, and perform with
dozens of artists such as, Greg Allman, Dom um Ramao from Weather Report, Les
Paul, Ray Gillan from Badlands, Carmine Appice from Vanilla Fudge and Blue
Murder, Ian Lloyd from Stories, Michael Brecker, saxophonist with various artists.

Mike Favata
Originally from New York City, Mike’s passion
for music began at an early age. After a chance
meeting with the legendary Keith Moon in 1967,
Mike made the decision he would play the drums
for the rest of his life. Before Joining Thor in the
early 1980’s, Mike performed and recorded with
a band called “The Hits,” produced by Steve
Priest of the band “Sweet.”

Mike has appeared

on several television programs in North America
and Europe. He’s performed on over sixty albums and seven movie sound tracks.
Off the road, Mike is an accomplished drum programmer, session performer and
drum teacher.
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Directed by
Ryan Wise
Produced by
Ryan Wise
Alan Higbee
Edited & Shot by
Ryan Wise
Original Score by
Christopher Ward
Production Sound Mixers
Andrew Bartlett
Chad Hammel
B-Camera Operator
Doug O. Perkins
Associate Producer
Frank Meyer
		
Additional Sound
Alan Higbee
Nick Wise
Merc Boyan
Doug O. Perkins
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Additional Camera Operators
Carl Severson
Paul Harb
Pat Sheehan
Josh Fuss
		
Original Score Recorded
Live By
David Feldstein
Guitar - Pete Thorn
Bass - Luke Mazoon
Drums - Ethel Manchester
Recorded at Low Key Studio
		
Graphic Designer
Elizabeth Wise
Re-Recording Mixer
Lisa K. Fowle
Production Assistant (New York)
Alex Zielinski
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Glen Reynolds
glen@circusroadfilms.com

S A L E S

Sebastian Twardosz
seb@circusroadfilms.com

Glen Reynolds
Alex Nohe glen@circusroadfilms.com
alex@circusroadfilms.com
Sebastian Twardosz
Josh Hallmanseb@circusroadfilms.com
josh@circusroadfilms.com
Alex Nohe
Michael Philip
alex@circusroadfilms.com
mike@circusroadfilms.com
Josh Hallman
tel
josh@circusroadfilms.com
(310) 862-4006
Michael Philip
fax
mike@circusroadfilms.com
(310) 494-0808
Submissions

tel
(310) 862-4006

We are currently looking for
faxcompleted narrative and documentary feature films. Please contact Josh Hallman regarding our submission process.
(310) 494-0808
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